Two-component Road Marking Machine
◆1.Engine: Japanese Robin 6.0HP or Honda 5.5HP four-stroke air-cooled gasoline engine.
◆2.Driving system: The parameters are the same as those of DY-SPT machine.
◆3.Marking shoe: The stainless steel charging bucket whose discharging hole can be opened and closed freely.The upper part is equipped with automatic stirrer filled with paint and
hardener while the lower part equipped with acentric shaft with special treatments.Its standard configuration is 150mm (other sizes of this machine can be chosen according to
different requirements of the users.)
◆4.Paint tank: Stainless steel tank; capacity: 44L.
◆5.Glass beads bin: Equipped with windows to check the quantity in the bin timely.Capacity: 10L.
◆6.Glass beads dispenser: Automatic quantitative dispenser that is synchronous with the swing system to ensure the dispensing evener, exact and more economical.
◆7.Parking system: The convenient foot-controlled parking device, which can stop the machine safely during transportation and construction.At the same time, it is able to empty the
remaining glass beads completely to prevent them from being formed lumps because of moisture to affect the next construction.
◆8.Chassis: A firm welded frame; its surface is galvanized or painted with corrosion-resistant hard film; also equipped with high-speed imported bearing to make the whole machine
lighter and more flexible.
◆9.Front wheel direction finder: It can lock the front wheel with the brake handle controlled device to ensure the road marking machine operating in straight line or freely turning.
◆10.Rubber wheel: Both the front wheel and back wheel is the modified corrosion-resistant rubber wheel with refined steel wheel nave whose back wheel diameter is 190mm and the
front wheel diameter 250mm.
◆11.Guide rod: Can be freely adjusted to up, down, left or right.
◆12.Warning function: Equipped with warning lights that can adjust its flicker frequency freely, improving the safety of road marking construction.
◆13.Marking width: the specification of the marking shoe is changeable (100, 150, 200, 300, 400mm and so on) if the construction needs.
◆14.Size & Weight: 1300mm (L) x950mm (W) x1250mm (H)·162kg.
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If you are interested in this product, please visit our website: www.dyroad.cn or email to us: machine@dayucn.biz

